Amends Title [NO]  
Fourth Edition  
Date _____________________ .2020  

Senator Smith  
moves to amend the bill on page 53, lines 25-26, by inserting between the lines the following:  

"ALLOCATE FUNDS FOR STUDENT TESTING TO THE CENTER FOR ENERGY EDUCATION FOR COMMUNITY AND STUDENT PROGRAMMING  
SECTION 3.22.(a) For the 2020-2021 fiscal year, total requirements from the General Fund for the Department of Public Instruction are adjusted as follows:  
(1) Funds dedicated to student testing in Budget Code 13510, Fund Code 1800, are reduced by the sum of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) in nonrecurring funds.  
(2) Funds in Budget Code 13510, Fund Code 1901, are increased by the sum of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) in nonrecurring funds.  
SECTION 3.22.(b) Of the funds appropriated to the Department of Public Instruction from the General Fund for the 2020-2021 fiscal year in Budget Code 13510, Fund Code 1901, the Department shall allocate the sum of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) in nonrecurring funds no later than October 1, 2020, to The Center for Energy Education, in response to COVID-19, to provide community and student programming to support online learning for students with limited access to the Internet.".
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